Open, Close, Live

PVC
Lift & Slide
To develop the accessories for PVC Lift & Slide,
AGB started from its know-how achieved
after many years of tests done together with
the customers, at the accredited units and in
AGBLab Research&Development Laboratories.

Climatech fibreglass threshold
Result of deep studies and tests in laboratory, the Climatech
fibreglass achieves standards for a Lift & Slide never seen
before. The new components made of innovative materials
and shapes, allow to reach excellent results from the point
of view of thermal insulation and resistance against bad
weather conditions.

Performances and advantages
kg

400

Load capacity up to 400 kg
The perfect solution for wide
sashes and heavy performing
glasses.

Full compatibility
The accessories are compatible
with all the PVC profiles.

Certified performances
AGB systems have been
developed at AGBLab and
certified at the accredited
laboratories.
WATER
up to 8A
AIR PERMEABILITY
up to 4
WIND RESISTANCE
up to C2/A2
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The lock technology allows to lift up
heavy weights with the maximum
fluidity.
Using two supplementary carriages,
the system allows the movement of
sashes up to 400 kg weight.

New PVC compensator shim with
chambers for high threshold ensures
high thermal cut performances.

The compensator shims allow the
compatibilty with all the PVC profiles.
The fastening system with clip allows
an easy and rapid installation.

The sealing accessories have been
designed thanks to the know-know
achieved during the tests in AGBLab
and planned to reach maximum sealing
performances in every weathe condition.
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The Climatech threshold offers a
minimal design and ensures incredible
thermal performances thanks to its
innovative fibreglass-reinforced
composite material.

